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Are you suffering from the nagging doubt that your spouse might be cheating on you through the

Internet? Are you worried about your child being a victim of an Internet Predator? Are these thoughts

keeping you awake at night while your spouse sits at their computer? Everyone has doubts, and these

doubts can eat away at you and ruin a good relationship. Stop the pain and search the truth with this

advanced computer monitoring software... Eagle Eye software is the way to monitor the activity on any

computer that your child or your spouse is using. it runs in stealth-mode on the computer so they do not

even know it is running You can finally see ALL the websites that your child and spouse are talking to,

and Eagle Eye does this for you! and you will know WHAT they are talking about. Monitors and Records

ALL Keystrokes (Captures every single key typed on your PC, including text that would normally be

hidden, such as passwords) Monitors and Records ALL Web sites Visited (Eagle Eyes will record every

single web site that was visited on your PC; it takes snap shots of all the web pages that were visited, and

allows you to easily play them back as a recording with VCR/DVD play-like functions. Now you can find

out if your children are visiting inappropriate websites, or if your employees are surfing the internet when
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they are supposed to be working) Monitors and Records ALL Emails (Takes virtual snap shots of emails,

both sent and received) Monitors and Records ALL Instant Messages / Online Chats (Takes Virtual snap

shots of all online chats and instant messages - completely records chats on all of the popular instant

messaging programs such as AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, MSN Messenger, ICQ, and

More) Monitors Every Program that was run on your PC (Logs every application that is run on your PC.

Easily find out if someone is trying to access your email program, instant messenger, accounting

software, etc. etc.) Monitor your PC from Anywhere (Eagle Eyes can be setup to automatically email you

everything that it is recording, in whatever intervals that you wish. This is a great way to see what people

are doing on your computer while you are away from home!) Completely Hidden / Undetectable (If you

choose to run Eagle Eyes in stealth mode, it makes it 100 Undetectable. Eagle Eyes wont show up in the

programs files, running programs, task bar, system tray, registry, or anywhere at all; it is completely

hidden!) Not Detectable by Anti Spyware or Anti Virus Programs (This is because there is no spyware or

adware whatsoever in this software, so it cannot be detected by anti virus or anti spyware/adware

programs) I know that when you are looking at PC monitoring software, that things might not be the best

times for you. Im glad to see you are taking action as there have been some really bad divorces and

some horrible cases involving children from people that where to scared to find the truth. Knowing what

your spouse and your children are doing on the Internet will allow you to sleep better at night will help you

protect them from dangers on the Internet. Easy to Install and use. Works with Windows

95/98/ME/2000/XP/Vista*. Installs on multiple PCs (as many as you want).
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